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Despite the proven efficacy of intravenous alteplase or endovascular thrombectomy for the treatment of patients with acute ischemic stroke, only a minority receive these treatments. This low treatment rate is due in large part to delay in hospital arrival or uncertainty as to the exact time of onset of ischemic stroke, which renders patients outside the current guideline-recommended window of eligibility for receiving these therapeutics. However, recent pivotal clinical trials of late-window thrombectomy now force us to rethink the value of a simplistic chronological formulation that “time is brain.” We must recognize a more nuanced concept that the rate of tissue death as a function of time is not invariant, that still salvageable tissue at risk of infarction may be present up to 24 h after last-known well, and that those patients may strongly benefit from reperfusion. Multiple studies have sought to address this clinical dilemma using neuroimaging methods to identify a radiographic time-stamp of stroke onset or evidence of salvageable ischemic tissue and thereby increase the number of patients eligible for reperfusion therapies. In this review, we provide a critical analysis of the current state of neuroimaging techniques to select patients with unwitnessed stroke for revascularization therapies and speculate on the future direction of this clinically relevant area of stroke research.
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INTRODUCTION

The treatment options for acute ischemic stroke are currently predicated on a confirmed last-known well (LKW) and the time-period from LKW to hospital evaluation. For those patients that present and start treatment within 4.5 h from LKW, administration of intravenous recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (IV tPA) reduces disability after acute ischemic stroke (1, 2). Likewise, those with large-vessel occlusions (LVO) of the anterior circulation who can start treatment within 6 h of LKW, endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) is a powerful therapy for improving long-term functional outcomes (3–6). Recently, two pivotal trials (7, 8) now extend that window up to 24 h in highly selected patients with imaging demonstrating small infarct core lesions and salvageable tissue by imaging or clinical measures. Unfortunately, these efficacious acute therapies are limited both by the relatively narrow treatment window for either IV tPA or EVT, and the relatively infrequent (5.7–12.8%) occurrence of LVO accompanied by a favorable tissue signature in the later time windows (9). Because of this, many ischemic stroke patients are not eligible for these therapies. While the rates of thrombolysis...
are increasing in the United States, conservative estimates in 2009 suggested that only 3–5% of all stroke patients receive treatment with IV tPA (10). One reason for its underuse may be the strict time restrictions from LKW (11). Exacerbating this issue, current estimates suggest that 31–36% of acute ischemic stroke patients have stroke of unknown symptom onset (SUSO) but do have an LKW time (12, 13), with a large proportion of these with deficits upon awakening, or “wake-up strokes” (WUS) (14–16). These patients with SUSO highlight the challenge of relying on a human witness of symptom onset, which greatly limits the opportunities for reperfusion therapy.

For these reasons, there is much interest in developing novel approaches to expand patient eligibility for revascularization therapies (e.g., IV tPA or EVT) to SUSO patients. Given the potentially large proportion of ischemic stroke patients that these populations represent, identifying approaches to discern which patients with SUSO may still safely benefit from reperfusion therapy holds enormous clinical and epidemiological ramifications. The interest in this question is exemplified by the increasing number of publications on this topic (Figure 1). Advanced neuroimaging has been applied to patients with SUSO based on two principles: (1) to substitute for the human witness of stroke onset by providing radiographic surrogates for stroke duration or (2) to identify patients with sufficient salvageable tissue at risk of dying to make the potential benefit of revascularization therapy worth the risk and considerable resource utilization of “late” intervention. The DAWN (DWI or CTP Assessment with Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of Wake-Up and Late Presenting Strokes Undergoing Neurointervention with Trevo) and DEFUSE 3 (Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke) randomized clinical trials (RCTs) used different approaches to identify these potential candidates for EVT, and their success has much to teach us about the patients who can still benefit from late-window reperfusion. In this review, we will discuss the current evidence supporting the use of neuroimaging approaches for evaluation of patients with SUSO to identify populations that may benefit from delayed reperfusion interventions.

**WAKE-UP STROKE AS A DISTINCT CLASS OF SUSO**

Wake-up strokes are hypothesized to represent a unique entity within SUSO as it is difficult to delineate the timing of stroke onset including the possibility that it may have occurred on awakening (17). Many have posited that there is a circadian variation in the frequency of ischemic stroke with most strokes occurring between 6:00 AM and 12:00 PM (15, 18–22). A meta-analysis of 8,250 patients with ischemic stroke demonstrated a 55% increased risk between 6 AM and noon (22). The diurnal variation in ischemic stroke is also thought to have contributions from morning increases in blood pressure, platelet aggregation, and prothrombotic factors (23–25). These observations have led many to speculate on circadian-related mechanisms underlying WUS, similar to those reported for myocardial infarction, and that WUS patients may have stroke onset contiguous with wakening. Multiple studies have in fact shown comparable presentation and outcomes in WUS patients vs. those with witnessed stroke onset (14, 19, 26, 27). One large study that investigated the cohort of WUS patients enrolled in the International Stroke Trial found that WUS patients, despite presenting with milder symptoms, had similar mortality rates and likelihood of poor outcome as patients with stroke onset while awake (28).

On the other hand, non-wake-up SUSO patients appear to represent a different clinical population than WUS SUSO patients. One study demonstrated that non-wake-up SUSO patients differ clinically from wake-up SUSO patients (more severe symptoms, faster arrival time from symptom discovery). Non-wake-up SUSO patients also appear to have worse prognosis than either WUS or witnessed stroke patients and the proportion of patients with non-wake-up SUSO may be increasing (29, 30). These findings suggest that both wake-up and non-wake-up SUSO patients represent a vulnerable subpopulation of AIS patients in need of developing new management paradigms for expanding reperfusion therapy eligibility. With the success of the late-window EVT trials (7, 8) and new guideline recommendations (11), the clinical focus should shift to expanding therapies for late-window patients without LVO or who lack rapid access to advanced neuroimaging and EVT.

**SUSO VS. STROKE OF KNOWN SYMPTOM ONSET (SKSO)**

**Computed Tomography (CT)**

There have been several CT-based approaches to characterizing SUSO patients as compared with their witnessed stroke
counterparts. Multiple studies have demonstrated no significant difference in the extent of ischemic changes on the admission CT between WUS SUSO and SKSO patients (31–33) using the Alberta stroke program early CT score (ASPECTS) scale, which is a CT-based assessment of early ischemic changes in the middle cerebral artery (MCA) territory (34). Further supporting the argument that WUS SUSO patients may represent a distinct population, a study comparing cardioembolic SKSO (46 patients), non-WUS SUSO (18 patients), and WUS (17 patients) observed no significant difference between the SKSO and WUS groups in the number of patients presenting with a normal head CT (30 vs. 22%, \( P = 0.76 \)) or hypodense area (0 vs. 11%, \( P = 0.069 \)) (26). However, no patients in the non-WUS SUSO group had a normal head CT and 56% had a visualized hypodense area (\( P < 0.001 \)) (26). Another study used CT perfusion (CTP) to characterize 420 stroke patients with known symptom onset, 131 patients with WUS, and 125 with non-wake-up SUSO (35). The non-wake-up SUSO group had larger lesion volumes on CT angiogram source images compared with the other two groups (46.6-cm\(^3\) SUSO vs. 14.3-cm\(^3\) SKSO vs. 14.4-cm\(^3\) WUS, \( P = 0.04 \)) but no difference in the frequency of CTP mismatch or presence of LVO (35).

**Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)**

Magnetic resonance imaging-based approaches to identifying WUS patients who may benefit from reperfusion have also been performed. A retrospective study of 364 stroke patients, which included 100 patients with WUS, showed no differences in median stroke severity, as assessed by National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score (SKSO 7 vs. WUS 5; \( P = 0.06 \)), age, or gender between the WUS and known stroke onset groups (14). Notably, while time from stroke onset was shorter in the known stroke onset group (6.0 vs. 13.3 h, \( P < 0.001 \)), there was no significant difference in time from symptom detection (6.0 vs. 5.9 h, \( P = 0.83 \)) (14). Of those patients imaged within 3 h of symptom discovery (\( N = 69 \)), there was no difference in either the diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI: 26.8-cm\(^3\) SKSO vs. 19.6-cm\(^3\) WUS) or perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) lesion volumes (107.7-cm\(^3\) SKSO vs. 82.7-cm\(^3\) WUS) (14).

Imaging findings of non-WUS SUSO patients have also been characterized with MRI, though not to the same extent as the WUS cohort. One retrospective study found that non-WUS SUSO patients (\( N = 104 \)) were more likely to have DWI and FLAIR (fluid-attenuated inversion recovery) mismatch (non-WUS SUSO: 35.1 vs. WUS: 21.9%; \( P = 0.02 \)), and DWI-PWI mismatch (\( P = 0.001 \)) than WUS (\( N = 172 \)) (13). However, a prospective study of SUSO patients found that the frequency of DWI-FLAIR mismatch (DFM), defined as a visible acute lesion on DWI but no obvious parenchymal hyperintensity in the corresponding region of the FLAIR sequence, was similar in both the WUS and non-WUS SUSO groups (43.7 vs. 48.7%; \( P = 0.3 \)) (30).

**NEUROIMAGING TIME-STAMP OF STROKE DURATION**

The aforementioned studies suggest that SUSO patients present with similar clinical and imaging findings as their SKSO counterparts, as long as they are evaluated within a comparable time frame from stroke onset. This observation has prompted the utilization of imaging as a potential surrogate witness of onset when no human witness is available. Before using an imaging-based witness, it is critical to determine the key imaging features that can discriminate between patients within the therapeutic time window and those who are outside the window. Imaging-surrogates for stroke duration have been primarily based on MRI, specifically, the DWI (or apparent diffusion coefficient, ADC) and FLAIR sequences. Several clinical studies of acute ischemic stroke patients have strengthened the argument that patients with abnormal ADC and normal FLAIR are likely within 3–4 h of stroke onset and that assessing for DFM may be associated with stroke duration (Figure 2) (36–39).

In one study of AIS patients with brain MRI obtained within 12 h of stroke onset, the median time from known symptom onset was significantly longer in FLAIR-positive vs. FLAIR-negative patients (189 min, interquartile range 110–369 vs. 103 min, interquartile range 75–183 min; \( P = 0.011 \)) (39). Moreover, in patients with infarct volume exceeding 0.5-cm\(^3\) on DWI, FLAIR-negative MRI showed 80% specificity and 51% sensitivity for imaging within 3 h of stroke onset (39). However, the authors observed no significant correlation between the signal intensity ratio and time from stroke onset. In contrast, another study showed a strong positive correlation between the time from stroke onset and the intensity of the FLAIR signal change relative to its contralateral homologous region (40). These findings support the idea that with longer stroke duration, the likelihood of visible FLAIR abnormalities increases. This allows for the hypothesis that patients with visible changes on DWI (or ADC) but normal FLAIR will likely have relatively recent stroke onset.

**Figure 2** Comparing diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and FLAIR sequences to determine radiographic time of stroke onset. (A) Eighty-one-year-old woman awoke with dysarthria and right-sided weakness. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed 8 h from last-known well (LKW) shows signal abnormality in DWI but not FLAIR sequences. (B) Sixty-three-year-old woman developed sudden onset right-sided weakness with confirmed LKW. MRI performed 5 h from LKW shows signal abnormality on both DWI and FLAIR sequences consistent with stroke onset > 4.5 h. Data analysis for figure was created under approval of local ethics committee.
Several studies have strengthened the idea that DFM can inform on stroke duration. One retrospective investigation of 120 patients with AIS within 6 h of known symptom onset showed that presence of DFM identified patients with stroke onsets within 3 h or less with 93% specificity and 48% sensitivity (36). Importantly, 98.3% of the study population had confirmed arterial occlusions. Those patients that were FLAIR-positive were imaged significantly later than the FLAIR-negative group (180 vs. 120 min, \( P < 0.001 \)) (36). In a retrospective, multicenter follow-up to this study involving 543 patients with AIS, DFM identified with 78% specificity and 62% sensitivity patients within 4.5 h and 87% specificity and 56% sensitivity patients within 6 h from stroke onset (41). Two additional studies demonstrated that scans with DFM were highly specific (71–80%) for identifying patients within 3 h of stroke onset (37, 38). Lastly, another study demonstrated that the presence of DFM on 3T MRI also has a high positive predictive value (88%) for the stroke occurring within 4.5 h; however, 44.5% of this population had positive FLAIR within 4.5 h of stroke onset and would not consider DFM (42). These results suggest that on 3T MRI, the presence of DFM can identify patients with stroke onset <4.5 h with high specificity but that a significant percentage of patients in the <4.5 h window can have positive FLAIR signals. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that MRI can, with high specificity, identify patients in the hyperacute (i.e., <3–4.5 h) phases of AIS based on DFM.

Using neuroimaging to serve as a radiographic biomarker of stroke onset holds much promise for potentially expanding eligibility for thrombolytic therapy. One analysis of WUS patients with DFM suggested that an additional 30% would be eligible for treatment with IV tPA (43). As such, several clinical trials have asked the question of whether DFM can be safely and efficaciously used for the treatment of SUSO patients with thrombolytics.

## MOVING BEYOND THE CLOCK: SHIFTING THE PARADIGM FROM “TIME IS BRAIN” TO “IMAGING IS BRAIN”

Complementary to the notion that imaging can serve as a surrogate for stroke duration is that imaging can directly measure the degree of injury the brain has already experienced from the ischemic event. While the duration of time since symptom onset is highly correlated with progression of brain tissue injury, there is tremendous between-subject variability as to the rate of tissue death in the face of a heterogeneous degree of ischemia. While one can calculate an average rate of neuronal death in AIS tissue death in the face of a heterogeneous degree of ischemia. While one can calculate an average rate of neuronal death in AIS to LVO (1.9 million neurons/min) (44), recent data confirm that many patients still have viable tissue well beyond 6 h after symptom onset. Early animal models of ischemic stroke have supported the hypothesis that mismatch between the DWI and T2-weighted signals reflect histologically salvageable tissue, which happen to also be associated with short stroke durations (45). This has prompted different neuroimaging approaches to quantify or characterize salvageable tissue as a radiographic surrogate of patients likely to benefit from reperfusion therapies. The importance of using neuroimaging to identify patients likely to benefit from reperfusion therapies is exemplified, in part, by the results of the International Management of Stroke III RCT (46), which enrolled 53.4% of subjects with no baseline CTA to confirm LVO and 45% of subjects with ASPECTS <8, and failed to show benefit of EVT, as compared with the positive EVT trials of 2015, which used stricter criteria for identifying LVO patients with small ischemic cores (4, 5, 47, 48). However, this trial used mostly first- and second-generation devices and it is unknown what the impact would have been if stent retrievers had been used. In the next sections, we will review the different imaging-based approaches to quantify viable tissue in patients with AIS independent from LKW.

### Infarct Core–Perfusion Mismatch

One approach has been to apply MRI or CT-based imaging techniques to quantify infarct core–perfusion mismatch as an indicator of salvageable tissue. While these two modalities measure core in very different ways, they both seek to differentiate irreparably injured tissue from tissue that is potentially recoverable.

### MRI-Based Perfusion–Diffusion Mismatch

Magnetic resonance imaging-based techniques are one method that has been utilized to quantify salvageable tissue. Tissue that is abnormal on DWI due to restricted diffusion typically represents tissue that has the highest probability of infarction, with tissue salvage rare even with reperfusion (49), and therefore typically referred to as the infarcted “core” (50). PWIs, in particular gadolinium-arrival time measures such as \( T_{\text{max}} \) [time to peak value of deconvolved residue function (51)], have been used to identify tissue that is at risk for ischemic infarction but has not yet irreversibly committed to cell death (45, 51–56). These observations represent the foundations of utilizing PWI–DWI mismatch to identify salvageable tissue as an alternative triage approach for SUSO patients (Figure 3).

Investigating this hypothesis, the Diffusion and Perfusion Imaging Evaluation for Understanding Stroke Evolution (DEFUSE) study was an observational study of IV tPA-treated patients for which target perfusion–diffusion mismatch was defined as mismatch volume (PWI–DWI) > 10 cm\(^3\) or mismatch ratio (PWI/DWI) > 1.2. PWI lesion was defined as tissue exhibiting \( T_{\text{max}} \geq 2 \) s. MRI was obtained before and 3–6 h after IV tPA treatment. A total of 68% of the study population had a confirmed partial or complete arterial occlusion of the internal carotid artery (ICA), MCA, or posterior cerebral artery (PCA). DEFUSE enrolled 74 patients and found that 56% (\( N = 18 \)) with perfusion–diffusion mismatch and early reperfusion had a favorable outcome (defined as improvement of NIHSS between baseline and 30 days of 8 points or more or score of 0–1 at day 30) (57).

In a subsequent prospective cohort study, DEFUSE 2 (58), the same approach was applied to patients with IVO of the anterior circulation (defined as intracranial ICA or first segment of the MCA) treated with EVT within 12 h of LKW. The target mismatch profile was notably modified from that used in DEFUSE; mismatch ratio > 1.8 (\( T_{\text{max}} \geq 6 \) s volume/DWI volume) and an absolute difference \( \geq 15 \) cm\(^3\), DWI lesion volume <70 cm\(^3\), and \( T_{\text{max}} > 10 \) s volume <100 cm\(^3\). In the 78 patients with target mismatch, the adjusted odds ratio for favorable outcome (same definition as DEFUSE) with reperfusion was 8.8 (95%
CI 2.7–29) compared with 0.2 (95% CI 0–1.6) in the no target mismatch group \((P = 0.003)\). Moreover, in the target mismatch group, reperfusion was associated with decreased infarct growth at 5 days (30 vs. 73 cm³, \(P = 0.01\)). It should be noted that both DEFUSE and DEFUSE 2 were observational studies with treatment decisions made independent of imaging findings, which introduce selection bias; once enrolled, all patients received IV tPA or endovascular intervention.

**CT-Based Infarct Core–Perfusion Mismatch**

Due to the relative insensitivity of non-contrast CT for detecting early ischemic changes \((59)\), alternative methods of defining core lesion volume are needed for CT-based screening methods. Thresholded relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF) maps have been used to approximate core lesion volumes, though, unlike DWI, they do not measure tissue infarction \((Figure 4)\). Rather they are based on the probabilistic association that areas with substantive hypoperfusion are highly likely to progress to infarction despite reperfusion. These estimates can be highly variable at two extreme conditions: (1) patients with LVO stroke imaged early at stroke onset exhibiting large rCBF lesion volumes that grossly overestimate final infarct volume in settings of early reperfusion, and (2) patients with many hours of occlusion imaged after late reperfusion demonstrating small or no CBF volumes (due to normal or increased CBF values in previously hypoperfused tissue) that would grossly underestimate final infarct volume. However, these conditions are infrequent, and many trials and centers have adopted a CT-based approach to identify subjects with tissue at risk, using very low values in CTP-derived CBF values to define “core,” with CTP-derived tracer arrival time metrics used to represent tissue at risk \((5)\) at centers which do not perform acute stroke MRI. Although the accuracy of using a perfusion metric to define infarction “core” is still debated \((60–62)\), this approach has successfully identified a group of patients who respond to reperfusion therapy beyond 3- and 4.5-h time windows (see below). Some have suggested using thresholded relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) maps to identify core \((63)\) or absolute CBV values \(<2 \text{ cm}^3/100 \text{ g} \ (64, 65)\), but many studies have shown that CBV is not a robust surrogate for infarct core \((66–71)\). However, investigators have shown that very low CBV might be an indicator...
of risk for future hemorrhagic transformation (72–75) or poor outcome after EVT (76, 77).

**Clinical Trials of Infarct Core–Perfusion Mismatch Involving Non-SUSO Patients**

There have been several trials applying the principles of infarct core–perfusion mismatch in the administration of IV thrombolytics to late-window AIS patients with varying degrees of success (Table 1). The Desmoteplase in Acute Ischemic Stroke Trials (DIAS and DIAS-2) used an alternative thrombolytic, desmoteplase (more specific for fibrin than alteplase) and core–perfusion mismatch (>20%) for the treatment of late-window AIS patients 3–9 h from LKW (78, 79). DIAS was a dose escalation study of desmoteplase. Phase 1 of DIAS was halted because of high rates of sICH with desmoteplase doses of 25–50 mg (26.7%) (78). Phase 2 of DIAS, however, showed that with desmoteplase doses of 62.5–125 µg/kg the rates of sICH were 2.2% and reperfusion rates were 71.4 vs. 19.2% with placebo. Of note, reperfusion in this trial was defined as a ≥30% reduction in mean transit time or ≥2 points improvement on the Thrombolysis in Myocardial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study drug</th>
<th>Imaging selection</th>
<th>No. of treated</th>
<th>Time window</th>
<th>sICH definition</th>
<th>Rate of sICH (%)</th>
<th>Primary outcome: intervention vs. placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPITHET (84)</td>
<td>Alteplase</td>
<td>MRI (PWI/DWI mismatch)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3–6 h</td>
<td>SITS-MOST</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>Infarct growth between baseline and 90 days. Median infarct growth ratio 0.66 (95%CI 0.36–0.92), P = 0.054.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDAS (80)</td>
<td>Desmoteplase</td>
<td>MRI (PWI/DWI mismatch)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3–9 h</td>
<td>ECASS II</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reperfusion at 4–8 h 18.2% (90 µg/kg), 53.3% (125 µg/kg) vs. 37.5% (placebo). Good clinical outcome* 28.6% (90 µg/kg), 60% (125 µg/kg) vs. 25% (placebo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAS part 2 (78)</td>
<td>Desmoteplase</td>
<td>MRI (PWI/DWI mismatch)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3–9 h</td>
<td>ECASS II</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Reperfusion rates 71.4 vs. 19.2%, Favorable clinical outcome* 13.3% (62.5 µg/kg), 60% (125 µg/kg) vs. 22.2% (placebo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAS II (79)</td>
<td>Desmoteplase</td>
<td>MRI (PWI/DWI mismatch) or CTP</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>3–9 h</td>
<td>ECASS II</td>
<td>3.5–4.5</td>
<td>Favorable clinical outcome* 47% (90 µg/kg), 36% (125 µg/kg), 46% (placebo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAS 3 (82)</td>
<td>Desmoteplase</td>
<td>CTA/MRA high-grade stenosis or occlusion (&lt;1/3 ACA/PCA or &lt;1/2 MCA)</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>3–9 h</td>
<td>ECASS II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 51% vs. 50% (aOR 1.2, 95%CI 0.79–1.81; P = 0.4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAS 4 (83)</td>
<td>Desmoteplase</td>
<td>CTA/MRA high-grade stenosis or occlusion (&lt;1/3 ACA/PCA or &lt;1/2 MCA)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>3–9 h</td>
<td>ECASS II</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 41.9% vs. 35.9% (OR 1.45, 95%CI 0.79–2.64; P = 0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECASS III (1)</td>
<td>Alteplase</td>
<td>CT (&lt;1/3 MCA)</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>3–4.5 h</td>
<td>≥4pt ↑ NIHSS at 72 h due to ICH</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–1: 52.4% vs. 45.2% (OR 1.34, 95%CI 1.02–1.76; P = 0.04).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTEND-I (121)</td>
<td>Alteplase</td>
<td>MRI (PWI/DWI mismatch) or CTP</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3 or 4.5–9 h</td>
<td>SITS-MOST</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR RESCUE (89)</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>MRI or CTP (voxel-based algorithm)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>&lt;8 h</td>
<td>SITS-MOST</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Median 90-day mRS: 3.9 vs. 3.9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTEND-IAT (6)</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>CTP mismatch</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.5–6 h</td>
<td>SITS-MOST</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reperfusion at 24 h: 100% vs. 37% (aOR 27.0, 95%CI 5.5–135.0; P &lt; 0.001). Early neurologic improvement*: 80% vs. 37% (aOR 6.0, 95%CI 2.0–18.0; P = 0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIFT-PRIME (4)</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>MRI (PWI/DWI mismatch)</td>
<td>98*</td>
<td>&lt;6 h</td>
<td>≥4pt ↑ NIHSS at 24 h due to ICH</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 60% vs. 35% (RR 1.70, 95%CI 1.23–2.33; P &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCAPE (48)</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>Multiphase CTA and collateral status</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>&lt;12 h</td>
<td>≥2pt ↑ NIHSS due to any ICH</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 53% vs. 29.3% (cOR 2.6, 95%CI 1.7–3.8; P &lt; 0.001).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Combined analysis defined at 90 days as ≥8 point improvement or scoring 0 to 1 on NIHSS, score of 0 to 2 on mRS, and a BI score of 75 to 100.
- Eighty-three patients treated using PWI/DWI mismatch. Fifteen patients treated based small-core defined as ASPECTS ≥6 on CT or MRI.
- Trial completed or terminated but not yet published. Trial in progress.
- Early neurologic improvement defined as reduction of eight points or more on NIHSS or score of 0 or 1 at 72 h.
- ACA, anterior cerebral artery; CTA, CT angiogram; CTP, CT perfusion; DWI, diffusion weighted imaging; EVT, endovascular thrombectomy; MCA, middle cerebral artery; mRS, modified Rankin scale; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; PCA, posterior cerebral artery; PWI, perfusion weighted imaging.
- sICH criteria: ECASS II: ≥4pt ↑ NIHSS and any ICH; NINDS: any neurologic worsening due to any ICH; PROACT II: ≥4pt ↑ NIHSS at 36 h and any ICH; SITS-MOST: ≥4pt ↑ NIHSS at 24 h and PH2 HT.
infarction grading scale (78). Although the trial was not powered to detect efficacy, at 90 days there was a dose-dependent rate of favorable outcome (defined as Barthel index > 75, modified Rankin scale (mRS) ≤ 2, and NIHSS 0–1 or improvement of 8 points) of 60% with 125 μg/kg vs. 18.2% placebo (78). The Dose Escalation of Desmoteplase for Acute Ischemic Stroke (DEDAS) trial was a placebo-controlled, dose-escalation study of 90 and 125-μg/kg desmoteplase in 37 patients 3–9 h from LKW (80). No sICH occurred in any group and there appeared to be a dose-dependent effect of desmoteplase on reperfusion rates (53.3% 125-μg/kg desmoteplase vs. 18.2% 90-μg/kg desmoteplase vs. 37.5% placebo) (80). In DIAS-2, 186 patients were randomized to either 90 or 125-μg/kg desmoteplase or placebo 3–9 h from LKW utilizing the same infarct core–perfusion mismatch criteria. Notably, in addition to MRI, CTP was also used in DIAS-2 for assessing infarct core–perfusion mismatch (64 patients); however, mismatch was determined based on a visual, qualitative assessment. DIAS-2 had a favorable safety profile but there was no difference in the rates of favorable outcome at 90 days, median change in infarct volume, or rates of sICH (79).

Further analysis of DIAS, DIAS 2, and DEDAS was pursued given the disparate results of Phase-2 trials (DIAS and DEDAS), suggesting efficacy and the negative efficacy results of Phase-3 trial (DIAS 2). In comparing the patient populations of the three trials, it was noted that there was a substantial difference between DIAS 2 and DIAS/DEDAS in the number of patients with intracranial vascular occlusion or high-grade stenosis (DIAS 2 30% vs. DIAS/DEDAS 57%; P ≤ 0.0001) (81). Moreover, in the pooled analysis of DIAS, DIAS 2, and DEDAS, desmoteplase treatment showed a favorable effect at 90 days in patients with either an intracranial vascular occlusion or high-grade stenosis (OR 4.14; 95% CI 1.40–12.23; P = 0.01) (81). Of note, favorable clinical response was defined as the composite of ≥8 point improvement in NIHSS (or 0–1), mRS < 3, and a Barthel Index Score ≥75 at 90 days. The subsequent randomized control trials DIAS-3 (82) and DIAS-4 (83) notably did not require infarct core–perfusion mismatch for enrollment, but only occlusion or stenosis of proximal segments of the middle, posterior, or anterior cerebral arteries and acute infarct lesion (on DWI or non-contrast CT) involving less than 1/3 MCA territory or 1/2 the anterior cerebral artery (ACA) or PCA territory. Both studies showed no safety concerns, but also no benefit 90-day functional outcomes (mRS < 3). Taken together, the results of the DIAS and DEDAS trials are mixed with regard to utilizing neuroimaging to select late-window stroke patients for treatment with thrombolytic therapy. On one hand, desmoteplase 3–9 h from LKW did not improve functional outcomes. However, a positive aspect of these studies was their demonstration that infarct core–perfusion mismatch can be effectively used in the emergent setting to efficiently triage acute stroke patients for potential treatment with thrombolytic therapy.

Around the same time that the DIAS 1–2 and DEDAS trials were underway to investigate desmoteplase with neuroimaging-based patient selection, several studies were simultaneously studying selection approaches for IV tPA using perfusion–diffusion mismatch. The Echoplanar Imaging Thrombolytic Evaluation Trial (EPITHET) was a Phase 2, observational trial of IV tPA in AIS patients 3–6 h from symptom onset (84). Out of 101 patients, 86% had perfusion–diffusion mismatch, using the same definition as DEFUSE. Of those patients that received IV tPA, there was decreased infarct growth (growth > 0%: 54% IV tPA vs. 77% placebo, P = 0.032) and increased reperfusion > 90% (56% IV tPA vs. 26% placebo, P = 0.01). Overall, however, there was no difference in 90-day mRS between the IV tPA and placebo groups (mRS < 3: 45% IV tPA vs. 40% placebo, P = 0.66). Post hoc analysis suggested that the previous failure of EPITHET was potentially due to too low a threshold for defining the PWI lesion (T_{max} > 2 s) (85) and subsequent studies by these investigators have used a stricter threshold of T_{max} > 6 s to define salvageable tissue.

An RCT used an alternative tissue plasminogen activator, tenecteplase, in AIS patients with infarct core–perfusion mismatch. This Phase-2B trial of tenecteplase for AIS, two doses of tenecteplase (0.1 or 0.25 mg/kg) administered within 6 h of stroke onset, was compared with IV tPA (86). Eligibility criteria included a CTP mismatch of greater than 20% and verified occlusion of an anterior, middle, or PCA. Twenty-five patients were randomized to each group. For the co-primary endpoints, there appeared to be a dose-dependent effect of tenecteplase on the proportion of the perfusion lesion reperfused (as assessed by PWI) and improvement in NIHSS at 24 h. In the pooled analysis, the tenecteplase group had higher rates of reperfusion at 24 h (79.3 vs. 55.4%; P = 0.004), improvement in 24-h NIHSS score (8.0 vs. 3.0; P < 0.001), reduced infarct growth at 90 days (2 vs. 12 cm³; P = 0.01), and increased rates of good functional outcome at 90 days (mRS < 2: 36 vs. 11%; P = 0.02) (86). These promising findings prompted Phase 3, randomized tenecteplase trial (NOR-TEST) of 1,100 adults with AIS in 13 centers in Norway (87). No difference between the 0.4-mg/kg tenecteplase and IV tPA groups was observed for the primary outcome of 90-day mRS of 0–1 (64 vs. 63%; P = 0.52). Importantly, in contrast to the prior Phase-2B trial, there were no imaging inclusion criteria of documented occlusion of an intracranial artery or any perfusion mismatch. As a result, 17% of enrolled patients were later confirmed as stroke mimics. Lastly, the randomized control trial of 0.25-mg/kg tenecteplase in patients with WUS, Tenecteplase in Wake-up Ischemic Stroke Trial (TWIST), is currently ongoing (88).

Similar studies have also been conducted using infarct core–perfusion mismatch criteria for patient selection for EVT. The Mechanical Retrieval and Recanalization of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy (MR RESCUE) trial was the first trial initiated using the concept of core–perfusion mismatch for AIS patient triage (89). MR RESCUE was a Phase 2b, multicenter, randomized, open-label study of anterior circulation LVO patients, within 8 h of LKW, to EVT vs. usual medical care. Patients were stratified according to a favorable vs. non-favorable penumbral pattern that was defined as a predicted infarct core of <90 cm³ and proportion of predicted infarct tissue within region of interest as <70%. Unlike the definition of core–perfusion mismatch utilized in other trials, MR RESCUE employed a complex voxel-by-voxel algorithm requiring 4–7 variables on CTP or PWI (90). No difference was observed in mean 90-day mRS (3.9 vs. 3.9, P = 0.99); however, there were several important limitations important in considering the overall results of this trial. First, the trial used first-generation thrombectomy devices. Second, the trial had
an exceedingly difficult time with enrollment, taking 7 years to enroll 118 patients across 22 high-volume stroke centers, likely due to a bias to randomize patients at enrolling sites. Next, in contrast to the subsequent positive EVT trials, subjects in MR RESCUE in the embolectomy, favorable penumbral arm had large estimated core volumes (median 36.2 cm$^3$) and low rates (24%) of successful revascularization defined as a thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction scale 2b/3. Lastly, the automated imaging program for penumbral stratification failed in 42% of cases.

EXTEND-IA used automated imaging analysis of CTP to select patients with occlusion of the intracranial ICA or first or second segment of the MCA and with salvageable tissue profile for EVT within 6 h from LKW. The mismatch profile was defined as follows: perfusion lesion $T_{\text{max}} > 6$ s, “infarct core” low CTP rCBF <30% normal tissue, low rCBF volume <70 cm$^3$, mismatch ratio > 1.2, and absolute mismatch volume > 10 cm$^3$. EVT initiated within 6 h of stroke onset and combined with mismatch for patient selection (see, e.g., Figure 5) significantly increased the likelihood of a favorable outcome (90-day mRS: generalized odds ratio, 2.0; 95% CI 1.2–3.8; 90-day mRS <3: 71 vs. 40%; $P = 0.01$) (5). EXTEND-IA demonstrated that early EVT, in combination with perfusion mismatch, was feasible for acute decision-making of LVO patients with SKSO. Moreover, in this trial EVT within 6 h of stroke onset was efficacious for reducing long-term disability.

These trials of late-window intravenous thrombolytic therapy and endovascular treatment have confirmed that advanced neuroimaging techniques can be employed in the emergent setting to triage acute stroke patients for acute therapies. As we will discuss below, these studies have prompted the application of infarct core–perfusion mismatch to the selection process of late-window or SUSO patients for revascularization therapies.

### Clinical–Core Mismatch

An alternative approach to treating patients with sufficient salvageable “penumbra” tissue to make the likely benefit of reperfusion therapy outweigh its risk is to treat patients with large clinical--“core” mismatches. In one study (91), the authors demonstrated that in 166 patients imaged within 12 h of onset with small “core” (DWI lesion $\leq 25$ mL), but large clinical deficits (NIHSS $\geq 8$) were more likely to experience early neurological deterioration (increase of NIHSS $\geq 4$ points). Similar findings were found in 87 patients imaged within 24 h of LKW using DWI-ASPECTS $\geq 8$ score to define core (92). Another study showed that such clinical–diffusion mismatches are also associated with perfusion–diffusion mismatch, with 93% specificity and 53% sensitivity in 54 patients imaged within 24 h of LKW (93). However, a separate study showed clinical–diffusion mismatch predicted perfusion–diffusion mismatch with only 65% sensitivity and 42% specificity in 68 patients (94). While another cohort study of 99 patients showed that clinical–diffusion mismatch was only 46% sensitive but 86% specific for perfusion–diffusion mismatch, benefits of IV tPA and reperfusion were similar in both patient groups with or without clinical–diffusion mismatch (95). On the other hand, in 43 EVT-eligible patients (M1 segment of the MCA-occlusion) with DWI lesions <25 mL, clinical–diffusion mismatch was found to be a better predictor of infarct growth than perfusion–diffusion mismatch (96). There have also been studies of non-contrast CT-based approaches for clinical–core mismatches. One investigation found no combination of CT ASPECTS and NIHSS predicted perfusion–diffusion mismatch (97) and another study found no relationship between “clinical–CT mismatch” and likelihood of responding to IV tPA (98). Researchers have also shown that EVT decisions were changed rarely (5.6%) when including CTP in addition to NIHSS, non-contrast CT and CTA (99).

SWIFT PRIME, a prospective, randomized open-label clinical trial, which showed benefit for EVT for anterior circulation LVO stroke patients within 6 h of LKW also employed a modified clinical--“core” mismatch for part of the study (4). Patients were originally excluded based on MRI- or CT-assessed infarct core $>50$ cm$^3$, ischemic penumbra $<15$ cm$^3$, and mismatch ratio $<1.8$. After enrollment of the first 71 patients in SWIFT PRIME using infarct core–perfusion mismatch as part of its inclusion criteria, the approach was modified to accommodate study sites without perfusion imaging capabilities based only on the extent of ischemic changes on CT (ASPECTS $\geq 6$) (4). Thirty-seven patients were enrolled with this modified inclusion criteria based on core size. Patients treated with Stent Retriever plus IV tPA were significantly more likely to be functionally independent at 90 days (mRS $< 3$: 60 vs. 35%; risk ratio 1.70, 95% CI 1.23–2.33; $P < 0.001$).

The results of these studies provide evidence that clinical–“core” mismatch can function as an indicator of potentially salvageable tissue in the decision-making processes of acute stroke. A major advantage of this approach for patient triage is

---

**Figure 5** | CT perfusion to identify salvageable tissue. 81-year-old female with right middle cerebral artery (MCA) syndrome and occlusion of the MCA on CT-angiogram. CT-perfusion maps: (A) cerebral blood flow (CBF), (B) cerebral blood volume (CBV), and (C) time to peak (TTP). Elevated time-to-peak contrast enhancement (TTP) colors orange to red represent >6-s delay (C). Severely low blood flow and volume territories are violet color (gold arrow). The patient was rapidly revascularized and the final infarction is demonstrated on MRI diffusion weighted imaging [(D) — yellow asterisk]. Data analysis for figure was created under approval of local ethics committee.
the independence from relying on perfusion imaging, which is not universally available at all hospitals that treat AIS patients. The best evidence for benefit in the late-window (beyond 6 h for EVT) currently relies on core volume estimates either by DWI, or by CT-rCBF, which implies that stroke centers of all levels will eventually need to become facile with some form of advanced imaging in late-window patients. In later sections, we will discuss the recent clinical trials that used this approach to expand the window of eligibility for thrombolysis in SUSO patients.

Collateral Grade
A third approach for selecting patients for late thrombolysis relies on the status of the pial collaterals. This is also a pragmatic approach for EVT candidates since all patients are screened with vessel imaging to identify LVO that obviates additional imaging. Studies have shown that patients with a malignant CTA profile, defined as the absence of collaterals in >50% of an MCA M2 branch, also have large DWI lesions (100). A retrospective analysis of the IMS III trial of 95 patients with both diagnostic-quality CTA and CTP showed that patients presenting with good collaterals tend to have smaller cores and greater perfusion mismatch (101). In addition, in 276 patients with CTA, robust collaterals were associated with good clinical outcomes (102). However, another study of 60 patients imaged within 12 h of LKW showed that patients with target perfusion–diffusion mismatch did well irrespective of collateral score (103). In ESCAPE, which was the Canadian multicenter randomized Phase-3 trial of EVT for LVO in 316 patients up to 12 h from LKW, a notable, distinct inclusion criterion was evidence of moderate-to-good collateral circulation of the MCA territory on multiphase CTA (48). Importantly, 6.3% of participants enrolled had evidence of poor collateral circulation on analysis by the core laboratory. Although patients could be enrolled up to 12 h from LKW, the median time from LKW to reperfusion was approximately 4 h, with only 49 subjects randomized after 6 h, and thus the ESCAPE study cannot be considered a comprehensive study of late revascularization intervention.

These observations suggest that collateral status can function as another imaging surrogate of salvageable tissue. Specifically, patients with good pial collaterals are more likely capable of sustaining salvageable tissue for relatively longer periods of time and thereby could be candidates for extended window therapeutic interventions. Collateral status is likely an important variable in determining the rate of tissue death over time in hypoperfused brain. While there is a correlation between collateral status and CTP (101, 104), it is unclear whether collateral status is superior to CTP in the triage of SUSO patients.

### RETROSPECTIVE STUDIES OF OFF-LABEL REvascularization treatment of SUSO PATiENTS

Because of encouraging studies characterizing SUSO patients and suggesting a potential benefit of reperfusion therapy due to similarity in imaging presentation with early witnessed stroke patients; there have been several retrospective analyses of patients who were treated with off-label IV tPA or EVT (Table 2) based on imaging techniques described previously. We will discuss briefly the safety and efficacy findings in these retrospective studies that paved the way for the pivotal prospective trials of extended window intervention of AIS patients.

### Intravenous Thrombolysis
A retrospective analysis of 32 SUSO patients treated with thrombolytic therapy at 3 Korean medical centers using MRI specific eligibility criteria (perfusion–diffusion mismatch > 20% MTT to DWI, no FLAIR changes, and DWI volume <50% MCA territory) showed that an MRI-based algorithm for thrombolysis of SUSO patients was feasible. In comparing the SUSO to SKSO groups, baseline characteristics were similar, including age and admission NIHSS scale, and no difference was observed in rates of recanalization (immediate 81.3 vs. 63.1%; \( P = 0.06 \); delayed 80.6 vs. 69.1%; \( P = 0.28 \)), 90-day mRS \( \leq 2 \) (50 vs. 49.3%, \( P = 1.0 \)), or sICH (6.3 vs. 5.8%; \( P = 1.0 \)) (105).

In another retrospective single-center study of thrombolytic therapy for WUS, administered on a compassionate basis, criteria for thrombolytic therapy in the WUS cohort included the following: (1) patients were neurologically normal before going to sleep,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>SxD (h)</th>
<th>Arms</th>
<th>Imaging selection</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cho AH (105)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>IA, IV SUSO vs. SKSO</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/PWI/FLAIR mismatch)</td>
<td>Rates of recanalization, early neurological improvement and 90-day outcome comparable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barreto A (106)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>IA, IV, IV + IA WUS vs. non-lysed WUS</td>
<td>CT (&lt;1/3 MCA)</td>
<td>Treated WUS better outcome than non-treated WUS but higher mortality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manawadu D (107)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>WUS vs. on-label IV tPA</td>
<td>CT (&lt;1/3 MCA)</td>
<td>90-day favorable outcome (mRS ≤ 2), sICH rates not significantly different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jovin TG (110)</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>8–24</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR/PWI mismatch) or CTP</td>
<td>Acceptable safety for EVT beyond 8 h of stroke onset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aghaebrahim A (109)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>WUS vs. witnessed stroke &gt; 8-h EVT</td>
<td>CT or MRI (ASPECTS &gt; 6, &lt;1/3 MCA)</td>
<td>90-day favorable outcome (mRS ≤ 2), PH and final infarct volumes not significantly different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CT, computed tomography; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; EVT, endovascular thrombectomy; FLAIR, fluid attenuated inversion recovery; IA, intra-arterial; ICH, intracranial hemorrhage; IV, intravenous; MCA, middle cerebral artery; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; mRS, modified Rankin scale; PH, parenchymal hematoma; PWI, perfusion weighted imaging; sICH, symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage; SKSO, stroke of known symptom onset; SUSO, stroke of unknown symptom onset; WUS, wake-up stroke.
(2) patients awakened with a disabling deficit, and (3) CT head showed no hypodensity exceeding 1/3 the MCA (106). Forty-six WUS patients that received thrombolytic therapy were identified, of which 61% were treated with IV tPA and 30% with only EVT and the remaining receiving combination treatment (106). In the thrombolysed WUS group, two patients experienced sICH (4.3% thrombolysed WUS vs. 0% non-treated WUS). Despite higher mortality (15 vs. 0%) compared with non-treated WUS patients, thrombolysed WUS patients were more likely to achieve a favorable outcome (90-day mRS 0–2: 28 vs. 13%, \( P = 0.006 \)) (106). Compared with 174 standard-of-care 0 to 3-h IV tPA-treated patients, treated WUS patients had higher rates of sICH (4.3 vs. 2.9%; \( P = 0.64 \)) and a lower, but statistically insignificant, likelihood of favorable outcome (28 vs. 48%; \( P = 0.64 \)).

A retrospective analysis of 68 WUS patients presenting within 4.5–12 h from LKW and treated with thrombolytic therapy from another center showed no difference in the number of patients achieving a 90-day mRS of 0–2 (38 vs. 37%, \( P = 0.89 \)) or rate of symptomatic ICH (sICH: 3.4 vs. 2.9%, \( P = 1.0 \)) compared with 326 patients receiving IV tPA within 4.5 h of symptom onset (107). Notable inclusion criteria for the WUS group included: NIHSS ≥5 and no or early ischemic changes <1/3 MCA territory as assessed by ASPECTS (107).

**Endovascular Treatment**

With regard to EVT, a retrospective, single-center study of EVT without any advanced neuroimaging in WUS patients has also been reported. In 213 LVO anterior circulation ischemic stroke patients that underwent EVT after being deemed ineligible for IV tPA, including 21 WUS patients and 33 patients treated beyond 8 h from LKW, an increased odds of sICH (14.3%; odds ratio = 4.9, 95%CI 1.03–23.6; \( P = 0.047 \)) in WUS patients compared with the group treated within 8 h of symptom onset (6.7%; odds ratio 3.8, 95%CI 1.07–13.7; \( P = 0.04 \)) (108). Despite this observation, the authors reported no difference in the 90-day mRS between the WUS and group treated within 8 h of stroke onset (108). Another retrospective, single-center review of EVT comparing outcomes between 78 WUS patients and 128 late-window (beyond 8 h from LKW) SKSO patients who presented with small core and large perfusion defect found similar results (109). No significant difference was observed in baseline NIHSS, rates of successful recanalization, 90-day mRS ≤ 2 (43 vs. 50%, \( P = 0.3 \)), parenchymal hematoma (9 vs. 5.5%; \( P = 0.3 \)), or final infarct volume (75.2 vs. 61.4 cm³; \( P = 0.6 \)).

A multicenter, retrospective analysis of patients with LVO (EVT initiated beyond 8 h from LKW) and perfusion imaging used for selection criteria suggested feasibility and potential efficacy of late-window EVT (110). In 237 patients meeting those inclusion criteria the mean treatment time was 15 h from LKW. Forty-five percent of the patients achieved a good functional outcome at 90-days or time of hospital discharge (mRS < 3). Parenchymal hematoma occurred in 8.9% of the patients and the 90-day mortality rate was 21.5%.

In addition to perfusion imaging, the status of the pial collateral circulation has also been evaluated as a potential metric for extending the window for EVT eligibility. A retrospective, single-center study of 61 anterior circulation LVO patients showed that in contrast to patients with poor collateral status, patients with good pial collaterals had no temporal cutoff point for total time of ischemia and predicting clinical improvement (111). In comparing good vs. poor collateral status, clinical improvement (4-point decline in NIHSS from baseline to discharge) beyond 300 min was significantly higher in the group with good pial collaterals (90.1 vs. 23.1%; \( P = 0.010 \)). In agreement with these findings, another retrospective analysis of 237 patients with anterior circulation LVOs undertaking EVT also demonstrated that in patients with good collateral grades the probability of favorable outcome is not significantly influenced by onset-to-reperfusion time (112).

The interpretation of these retrospective studies is limited by the retrospective nature and inconsistency in neuroimaging selection criteria. Nonetheless, these findings demonstrate that neuroimaging-based triage for EVT is feasible and safe beyond 8 h from LKW and prompted the development of several prospective studies to further assess for efficacy.

**PROSPECTIVE CLINICAL TRIALS OF REVASCULARIZATION THERAPIES FOR SUSO PATIENTS**

**Intravenous Thrombolysis**

Based on the promising findings of retrospective studies of revascularization interventions for SUSO patients, several prospective studies have been launched (Table 3). In 2003, one of the earliest studies involved abciximab, which had a prespecified cohort of WUS patients, although the primary cohort involved patients that could be treated within 5 h of stroke onset. Phase-3 RCT of abciximab (AbESTT-II), which is a platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor, was terminated early in 2005 due to a significantly increased rate of symptomatic and fatal ICH (5.5% of abciximab-treated vs. 0.5% placebo, \( P = 0.002 \)) (113). Of the WUS cohort (43 patients, 22 treated with abciximab, 21 treated with placebo), there was no improvement in 90-day mRS and an increased rate of symptomatic and fatal ICH at 5 days (13.6 vs. 5% placebo, \( P = 0.347 \)) and 3 months (18.2 vs. 5%, \( P = 0.193 \)) Secondary analysis showed that the WUS cohort who received abciximab tended to have greater rates of new strokes on baseline CT and bleeding but otherwise were comparable to other patients in the study (114).

In 2013, another WUS investigation, Wake-up Stroke, completed involving a single-arm prospective open-label, multicenter safety trial of 40 WUS patients treated with IV tPA within 3 h of symptom discovery (115). The median NIHSS of this cohort was 6.5 and IV tPA was administered at a mean time of 10.3 ± 2.6 h from LKW. No sICH occurred in this population and 52.6% had an excellent functional outcome at 90 days (mRS 0–1) (115). While this trial is limited by its relatively small sample size, lack of control group, and open-label design, the strength of this trial is its pragmatic triage requirement of only a non-contrast head CT. A similarly designed prospective open-label, multicenter safety trial of IV tPA treatment within 4.5 h of symptom discovery of 20 WUS patients, Safety of intravenous thrombolysis in stroke on awakening (SAIL-ON), also reported no sICH (116). Both these
trials enrolled stroke mimics, which might have contributed to the high rates of good outcome.

In parallel with the CT trials, MRI-based trials were underway investigating imaging-selected revascularization of SUSO patients. Launched in 2006, RESTORE (Reperfusion therapy in unclear-onset stroke based on MRI evaluation) was a prospective, multicenter, single-arm trial of SUSO patients with thrombolytic therapy within 6 h of symptom discovery (117). Patients were included if presenting with perfusion–diffusion mismatch, but excluded if FLAIR hyperintensities were noted. Out of 430 SUSO patients, 83 patients were treated with thrombolytic therapy including 63 WUS patients (117). Of those treated SUSO patients, the median LKW to hospital presentation was 8.6 h (interquartile range 5.4–11.1 h). In total, 89.2% of patients had an LVO and 68.7% of patients received only intra-arterial therapy, which included intra-arterial urokinase mechanical clot disruption, or angioplasty. At 3 months, 44.6% of patients had an mRS < 2 and only 3.6% had sICH. Compared with the non-treated registry-based control group, the treated group had increased odds of good outcome (mRS 0–2: OR 2.25; 95% CI 1.14–4.49) suggesting a potential benefit of revascularization therapy in this population. However, the interpretation and generalizability of these results are limited due to the use of registry patients as the control group. The RESTORE trial can be considered more aptly an investigation of perfusion–diffusion mismatch enrollment criteria, with an additional restriction of FLAIR negativity.

There have been trials that investigated directly the concept of using DFM for patient selection. In 2009, there was a small prospective trial of IV tPA (0.6 mg/kg) of SUSO patients with ICA or MCA M1 or M2 occlusions based on DFM who could be treated within 3 h of symptom discovery [fluid attenuated inversion recovery imaging-based intravenous recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) therapy study] (118). Ten subjects were enrolled, of which four were WUS. Favorable outcome was defined as mRS 0–2. No sICH was observed in this group and seven of the patients had recanalization at 7 days after IV tPA administration. Favorable outcome was observed in 40% of subjects. Notably 30% of the subjects had prestroke mRS greater than 2. In 2011, the MR WITNESS trial (A Study of Intravenous Thrombolyis with Alteplase in MRI-Selected Patients), a Phase 2a, open-label multicenter trial of IV tPA (0.9 mg/kg) in SUSO patients with DFM 4.5–24 h from LKW, launched (119). This

### Table 3: Prospective trials of thrombolysis in WUS and non-WUS SUSO patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>SxD (h)</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Study drug</th>
<th>Imaging selection</th>
<th>sICH definition</th>
<th>sICH (%)</th>
<th>Primary outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AbESTT-II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Two arms</td>
<td>Abciximab, placebo</td>
<td>CT (&lt;50% MCA)</td>
<td>NINDS</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>90-day mRS adjusted for stroke severity: 32% vs. 33%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake-up Stroke</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Open label</td>
<td>IV tPA</td>
<td>CT (&lt;1/3 MCA)</td>
<td>ECASS III</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>sICH; 52.6% 90-day mRS &lt; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aoki (118)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Single arm</td>
<td>IV tPA</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR signal intensity ratio)</td>
<td>ECASS III</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90-day favorable outcome (mRS ≤ 2) found in four patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL-ON</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Open label</td>
<td>IV tPA</td>
<td>CT or MRI (&lt;1/3 MCA)</td>
<td>ECASS II, NINDS</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 44.6%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTORE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Open label</td>
<td>IV tPA/IV + IA UK or IA UK</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/PWI/FLAIR)</td>
<td>ECASS II, NINDS</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>sICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR WITNESS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Open label</td>
<td>IV tPA</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR signal intensity ratio)</td>
<td>ECASS III</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAKE-UP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Two arms, IV, placebo</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR mismatch)</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR signal intensity ratio)</td>
<td>ECASS II, SITS-MOST, NINDS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–1 in Japanese stroke patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAWS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Two arms, IV, placebo</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR mismatch)</td>
<td>MRI (DWI/FLAIR signal intensity ratio)</td>
<td>ECASS II, NINDS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 48.6% vs. 13.1%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAWN</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>6–24 h</td>
<td>Two arms</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>CT or MRI (&lt;1/3 MCA, ICA/ M1 occlusion, clinical/NIHSS mismatch)</td>
<td>ECASS III</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2: 45% vs. 17%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFUSE 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>6–16 h</td>
<td>Two arms</td>
<td>EVT</td>
<td>ICA/M1 occlusion, target mismatch</td>
<td>ECASS II</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>90-day mRS 0–2; 45% vs. 17%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Terminated (808 enrolled).
*Halted for overwhelming efficacy.
*Halted for funding stoppage.
*Treatment group compared with registry of controls.
*Trial enrolled on wake-up stroke patients.

CT, computed tomography; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; EVT, endovascular thrombectomy; FLAIR, fluid attenuated inversion recovery; IA, intra-arterial; ICH, intracranial hemorrhage; IV, intravenous; MCA, middle cerebral artery; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; mRS, modified Rankin scale; PH, parenchymal hematoma; PWI, perfusion weighted imaging; sICH, symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage.
trial enrolled 80 subjects with a primary safety outcome of sICH in only 1 subject, and a rate of excellent functional outcome at 90 days (mRS 0–1) of 44% among the 69 subjects with a pre-stroke mRS of 0–1. In summary, these findings suggest that the administration of IV tPA to SUSO patients within 3 h of symptom discovery is safe and feasible.

Two large, prospective clinical trials assessing DFM in the triage of AIS patients are in progress or recently completed that address efficacy issues. The Thrombolysis for Acute Wake-up and unclear-onset Strokes (THAWS) is a multicenter, prospective, open-label trial currently enrolling in Japan that is investigating a lower dose of IV tPA (0.6 mg/kg, which is the approved dose for Japanese stroke patients) in patients with stroke onset 4.5–12 h from LKW and DFM on MRI (120). The anticipated enrollment is 300 patients and the primary outcome measures are 90-day mRS < 2 and sICH. WAKE-UP (Efficacy and Safety of MRI-Based Thrombolysis in Wake-Up Stroke: A Randomized, Double-blind, Placebo-controlled Trial) is a European multicenter, randomized placebo-controlled, Phase-3 trial using DFM as criterion for IV tPA treatment of AIS patients with > 4.5 h LKW (30). This study was stopped due to lack of funding and results are anticipated this year. Out of 1,362 patients enrolled, 503 were randomized (planned 800) and 859 participants were screen failures. In Tables 2 and 3, we summarize the major prospective and retrospective studies on thrombolytic therapy of SUSO including WUS.

In addition to DFM trials, there is also a large Phase-3 trial Extending the time for Thrombolysis in Emergency Neurological Deficits (EXTEND) trial which uses infarct core–perfusion mismatch in patients 3 or 4.5–9 h from LKW or WUS within 9 h from midpoint of sleep duration to determine eligibility for treatment with IV tPA (121). The neuroimaging inclusion criteria of this trial are (1) a small “infarct core” defined as DWI or CT-rCBF lesion volume <70 cm³ and (2) core–perfusion mismatch > 1.2 and absolute mismatch > 10 cm³. The perfusion lesion is defined on PWI or CTP as $T_{max}$ > 6 s. The primary outcome is rate of 90-day mRS 0–1 outcomes in the IV tPA group compared with the placebo group. The expected enrollment is 400 patients with an anticipated completion date of 2019.

While the current evidence for pretreatment advanced neuroimaging to guide decision-making for IV thrombolytic therapies in SUSO patients is intriguing, at present, there is no positive Phase-3 trial to warrant the routine use in clinical practice. This statement is supported by the 2018 American Heart Association/American Stroke Association Guidelines recommendation of no benefit to this approach (11). There is therefore a clinical opportunity to expand IV tPA to more patients outside the current approved treatment window of 4.5 h from LKW with such a trial.

**Endovascular Treatment**

The recently published DAWN trial represents the first randomized, multicenter, Phase-3 trial utilizing an automated neuroimaging approach to triage late-window LVO patients for EVT (8). Distinct from the previously discussed studies, DAWN employed the concept of clinical–ischemic core mismatch to identify LVO patients with occlusion of the intracranial ICA and/or first segment of the MCA that were hypothesized to benefit from EVT. The inclusion criteria were therefore a combination of NIHSS and age-dependent infarct volume assessed by DWI or rCBF volume. Specifically, LVO patients 6–24 h from LKW and age less than 80 years were eligible if infarct volume was <31 cm³ and NIHSS ≥10 or infarct volume was 31–51 cm³ and NIHSS ≥20. For LVO patients greater than 80 years of age, inclusion criteria were NIHSS ≥10 and infarct volume <21 cm³ (8). A total of 206 patients were enrolled in the trial with 107 randomized to EVT. The median time from LKW to randomization was 12.2 h in the EVT group. The trial was stopped early for overwhelming efficacy according to a prespecified interval assessment. At 90 days, 49% of the EVT group vs. 13% of the standard medical therapy group achieved functional independence (mRS < 3; 95% credible interval 24–44; posterior probability of superiority, > 99.9%). There was no difference in the rate of sICH (6 vs. 3%; $P = 0.5$) or 90-day mortality (19 vs. 18%; $P = 1.0$) in the EVT group compared with standard medical therapy (8).

The DEFUSE-3 trial also showed substantial benefit of EVT from an infarct core–perfusion mismatch strategy of LVO patient selection 6–16 h after onset (7). DEFUSE-3 used the same neuroimaging definition of core–perfusion mismatch as DEFUSE-2 using MRI or CT-rCBF (infarct core < 70 cm³, mismatch ratio ≥1.8, mismatch volume ≥15 cm³) in patients with anterior circulation LVO (defined as ICA or M1 segment MCA). Importantly, as a result of DAWN, the trial was halted prematurely for an interim analysis, which exceeded the efficacy endpoint. Of the 92 patients that were randomized to EVT, 53% were WUS and 75% received CTP to assess core–perfusion mismatch. Both the EVT and standard medical therapy groups had small ischemic cores (9.4 cm³ EVT vs. 10.1 cm³ medical therapy) and large hypoperfused areas (114.7 cm³ EVT vs. 116.1 cm³ medical therapy). EVT plus standard medical therapy significantly reduced disability assessed by 90-day mRS (unadjusted common odds ratio 2.77, 95%CI 1.63–4.70; mRS 0–2 45% EVT vs. 17% standard medical therapy, $P < 0.001$). There was no difference in sICH between groups (7 vs. 4%; $P = 0.75$).

There are several additional points of DEFUSE-3 that further inform on the approach of core–perfusion mismatch in the triage of late-window LVO patients. First, of the 296 patients originally consented, 107 patients did not fulfill imaging inclusion criteria (36.1%). Secondly, 70 patients included in DEFUSE-3 would have been ineligible for DAWN, largely based on ischemic core size; however, the DAWN-ineligible group showed a similar benefit for late-window EVT (odds ratio 2.96, 95%CI 1.26–6.97). This observation speaks to the potential for core–perfusion mismatch to expand eligibility for reperfusion therapies beyond clinical–core mismatch. Third, WUS patients also showed a similar benefit of EVT (odds ratio 3.44, 95% CI 1.60–7.38). Lastly, and somewhat surprisingly, at 24-h post-revascularization therapy there was no significant difference in median infarct volume between groups (35-cm³ EVT vs. 41-cm³ medical therapy; $P = 0.19$). The underlying explanation for this observation is unclear and certainly warrants further investigation given the dramatic benefit of EVT on functional outcomes.
The results of DAWN and DEFUSE 3 are highly impactful since they will significantly alter the management and triage of patients previously thought to be “out of the window” for reperfusion therapy. In fact, the updated 2018 American Heart Association/American Stroke Association guidelines for management of anterior circulation LVO patients 6–24 h from LKW now recommend (level IA) obtaining CTP, DWI sequences or PWI to assist in patient selection for EVT (11). The findings of DAWN and DEFUSE 3 confirm that a subpopulation of LVO patients beyond 6 h from LKW with salvageable tissue, as evidenced by a clinical–ischemic core mismatch, still benefit from EVT. In addition, while DAWN used CTP to determine the infarct core in a subset of patients, there was no core–perfusion mismatch requirement. There are, however, several additional findings from DAWN that merit discussion with regard to the overall generalizability of these findings. First, it is unknown how many patients were screened to enroll the 206 subjects reported in DAWN as screening logs were not collected. The discrepancy between the median NIHSS of 17 (interquartile range 13–21) in the EVT group but a median infarct volume of only 7.6 cm³ despite an LVO suggests a prolonged phase of penumbral discrepancy between the median NIHSS of 17 (interquartile range reported in DAWN as screening logs were not collected. The dis- overall generalizability of these findings. First, it is unknown findings from DAWN that merit discussion with regard to the mismatch requirement. There are, however, several additional findings from DAWN that suggest that delayed collateral failure is common. The second important issue is how to generalize the results of DAWN and DEFUSE 3 to routine clinical practice. Future research should examine what additional subgroups of late-window LVO subjects can benefit from EVT. TENSION (Efficacy and safety of Thrombectomy IN Stroke with extended lesion and extended time window) is one example of such a trial that plans to evaluate whether patients with severe strokes and large core volume (estimated by ASPECTS) can still have a relative benefit from EVT (122). TENSION is a prospective, open label, blinded endpoint, European randomized trial comparing the effectiveness of EVT in LVO patients with large infarcts (ASPECTS 3–5) up to 12 h or unknown LKW using an mRS ordinal analysis.

CONCLUSION

The benefits of reperfusion therapies for acute ischemic stroke are well established for appropriately selected patients based on the duration of stroke symptoms. Neuroimaging-based methods of patient selection have, however, demonstrated the ability to identify additional populations of stroke patients that could benefit from late-window reperfusion therapy. Advanced neuroimaging techniques are both feasible and efficacious in the treatment allocation of SUSO patients based on either the presence of salvageable tissue on clinical-imaging mismatch or via a radiographic time-stamp of stroke duration. Going forward, with the anticipated results of several large Phase 3 trials, the management of this unique population of stroke patients will likely change for the better. Future research should continue to refine the approach to identifying additional populations of SUSO patients that would benefit from reperfusion therapy.
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